
BENEFITS

1. Harder steel means that rails will wear less and
last longer than traditional 1018 bar stock rails.

2. Powder coat finish for anti-tip C-channel
provides durability that stands up to the wear
and tear of heavy usage.

3. Anti-tip flanges combined with the carriage’s
in-rail anti-tip brackets provide built-in system
stability for anti-tip applications.

4. Lower profile increases the amount of vertical
space that can be used for storage.

5. Flush-with-floor rail installation capabilities
with narrow wheel guidance gaps allows carts
to roll smoothly in the system's aisles.

6. Interlocking braces and splice joints provide
carriage operation that is consistently smooth
and reliable.

7. Recess floor mount capabilities permit flush-
with-floor rail installation without ramps and
maximize the amount of vertical space that is
usable for storage.

8. Extending rail assemblies under stationary
platforms means carriage, storage housings
and face panels will be on an even plane and
provide a homogenous, level appearance.

9. Welded construction, leveling screw
adjustability, continuous grouting, and
permanent floor anchors ensure long term
system dependability.

INSTALLATION

1045 bar stock steel welded into the center of
a C-channel steel base ensures that the rail won’t
separate from the base, and results in an overall
rail assembly profile of just 7/8" (22 mm), plus
grout, and wheel guidance channels of just 5/8"
(16 mm) on either side of the rail.

The C-channel features a durable powder
coat paint finish and provides anti-tip flanges for
seismic applications and installations with a high
carriage height-to-width ratio.

Rail assembly lengths are connected by
interlocking braces and bolted plates that splice
the sections together and provide permanent
horizontal and vertical alignment. B anti-tip rails
are aligned on the floor and can be top mounted
and finished with plywood ramp and decking or
recessed in concrete. In systems with stationary
platforms, the rail assemblies are positioned to
extend fully under the platforms and provide a
level plane for platform installation. 
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Spacesaver’s B anti-tip rail assembly of low

profile bar stock rail welded into a C-channel

base provides leveling screw adjustability,

permanent floor anchors and a narrow wheel

guidance gap.

5/8" x 5/8" (16 mm x 16 mm)
1045 Steel Bar Stock

Anti-tip Channel

Interlocking Brace on 
Both Sides of Rail

Permanent
Floor Anchor

Welded
Leveling/
Anchor Plate

Continuous
Hydraulic Grout
(1/4" [6 mm] min.)



T E C H  S P E C

R a i l :

Rail system shall be 5/8" x 5/8" (16 mm x 16 mm) 1045 steel bar
interlocked and welded into a powder coat finished base channel
minimum 11 ga. 3-7/16" (37 mm) wide with 3/4" (19 mm) return anti-tip
flanges.  Rail assembly shall have welded leveling/anchor plates
maximum 20" (508 mm) o.c. with leveling screw adjustability and be
permanently anchored to the floor.  Overall rail assembly profile shall
be 7/8" (22 mm) high, plus grout.  All rail splice joints shall have
interlocking braces and splice plates which provide permanent
horizontal and vertical rail alignment.  Rail guidance gaps shall be
maximum 5/8" (16 mm).  All rail assemblies shall be fully grouted with
a non-shrink hydraulic cement type grout with an 8,000 lbs. p.s.i. 
(562 kg/cm2) strength after curing.
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Specifications subject to change.

INSTALLATION
CONTINUED

Once positioned, rails are leveled using leveling screws
for precise installation and infinite adjustability. Leveled
rails are secured with permanent floor anchors for firm,
solid attachment.  

To minimize rail deflection and help disburse wheel
point loads to maximum floor areas, rail installation is
completed with non-shrink, continuous grout under the
entire rail.  This step ensures that all gaps and voids are
filled for total rail support.  Carriages with in-rail anti-tip
brackets designed to work with B anti-tip rail are installed
on the rail assemblies.

APPLICATION

B anti-tip rail is compatible with all Spacesaver
powered, mechanical assist and manual carriages utilizing
dual flanged guidance systems and dual flange in-rail anti-
tip brackets.

NOTE:  All Spacesaver mobile storage installations
requiring seismic certification need calculations from a
structural engineer licensed in the jurisdiction where the
installation will be located.
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